Diversifying the impact factor: Shifting from mere citations to true representation
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The journal impact factor (JIF) is a pivotal metric in academic publishing, offering a glimpse into a journal’s relevance within its field by counting citations of recent articles.\textsuperscript{[1]} Many scholars rely on the JIF when choosing where to submit their work, given the prestige associated with high-impact journals. However, this metric has notable shortcomings. It’s vulnerable to skewing by outlier papers that garner unusually high or low citations, potentially misrepresenting a journal’s overall impact.\textsuperscript{[2]} Additionally, the JIF’s emphasis on citations may overlook research with significant societal impacts but fewer academic citations.\textsuperscript{[3]} Furthermore, the JIF doesn’t factor in diversity and inclusivity, potentially sidelining journals that emphasize diverse perspectives.\textsuperscript{[4]} Consequently, while JIF is essential, it should be considered alongside other evaluative tools to grasp academic research’s comprehensive influence and value.

A recent study was published by Gallifant et al. where a “diversity factor (DF)” is proposed, encompassing dataset properties, author’s country, gender, and departmental affiliation.\textsuperscript{[5]} These elements are considered crucial and should be evaluated independently. The study extracted metadata from the OpenAlex database of papers published from 2000 to August 2022. With the help of natural language processing (NLP), individual elements were identified. A dashboard showed significant underrepresentation of low- or middle-income countries (LMICs) and female authors. These findings did not correlate with the JIF. According to the authors, implementing the DF will provide deeper insights, highlight knowledge gaps, and ensure continuous measurement of diverse outcomes.

In my opinion, the proposition of the DF emerges as a refreshing and timely response to the evolving needs of the academic landscape. In an era with a rising cognizance of disparities and a burgeoning call for inclusivity in academia, the DF stands as a beacon that can spotlight areas yearning for change. Sole dependence on the JIF runs the risk of myopia, potentially neglecting the myriad facets that constitute the essence of a genuinely influential study or journal. This is especially pertinent when addressing global health, where diverse representation is beneficial and essential.

Integrating artificial intelligence (AI) supported data extraction techniques, such as NLP, augments the DF’s credibility. Ensuring a more meticulous and thorough data collection amplifies the results’ reliability. The revelations about the stark underrepresentation in the academic domain further underscore the pressing need for such a nuanced metric.

However, as with any novel endeavor, the DF’s journey has potential hurdles. Operationalizing it poses intricacies, ensuring its four foundational elements are appraised independently. Such a meticulous approach may render the metric intricate and intimidating to some. Plus, lurking in the shadows are the ever-persistent challenges of biases in data extraction and the possibility of subjective colorations influencing the results. As we tread this promising path, it’s imperative to tread vigilantly, ensuring that the DF remains robust and reflects its noble intentions.

In conclusion, while the DF is a significant step towards making academic publishing more inclusive, its implementation and interpretation should be cautiously approached. Collaboration with diverse author groups
will be crucial to refining and harmonizing this metric.
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